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General marking principles for Higher Mandarin (Simplified) Reading 
 
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when 
marking candidate responses to questions in this paper. These principles must be read in 
conjunction with the detailed marking instructions, which identify the key features required in 
candidate responses. 
 
(a) Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these general 

marking principles and the detailed marking instructions for this assessment. 
 
(b)  Marking should always be positive, ie marks should be awarded for what is correct and not 

deducted for errors or omissions. 
 
(c) Award a mark to each answer. Marks are not transferable between questions. 
 
(d)  The marks available in this paper are as follows: 
 
 (i)  Questions 1-6 require candidates to provide answers based on comprehension of 

information from the text. The marks available for each question range between 1-3 
marks.  

 (ii)  Question 7 is the overall purpose question. For this question candidates must draw 
meaning from their overall understanding of the text. There is a maximum of two 
marks available for reference to the text and detailed comment. 1 mark is given for 
reference to the text and basic comment. 0 marks will be given where candidates 
show little or no understanding of the overall purpose of the text. 

 (iii)  Question 8 is the translation. For this question candidates must translate the 
underlined section of the text. The section for translation will be divided into five 
sense units. For each sense unit, 2, 1 or 0 marks will be awarded: 2 marks for a full 
translation, 1 for partial translation, and 0 for an unsuccessful attempt. 

 
(e)  We use the term ‘or any other acceptable answer’ to allow for the possible variation in 

candidate responses. Credit should be given according to the accuracy and relevance of 
candidate’s answers. Candidates may be awarded marks where the answer is accurate but 
expressed in their own words. 
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Detailed marking instructions for each question 
 
Section 1 - Reading 
 

Question Expected answer(s) Max 
mark 

Unacceptable answers 

1. (a)   6 weeks 1  

 (b)   Responsible for lesson planning 
 Took a basketball into the classroom 
 Taught children (how to use) English verbs (throw/ 

catch/dribble/protect) 
 

(Any 2 from 3) 

2  

2.    Children used English words/phrases learned in 
class/at school/he taught them (during break) 

1  

3. (a)   People are/were warm/friendly/kind 
 They are/were willing to help him 
 He made (many new) friends 

 
(Any 2 from 3) 

2  People are/were enthusiastic/passionate 

 (b)   (People) drinking tea 
 (People) playing chess 
 (People) dancing to traditional music 
 (People sitting on the grass and) talking to friends 
 
(Any 2 from 4) 

2  

4.    Hopes to become a primary (school) teacher 
 (Wants to work) in a rural/remote 

area/village/countryside  

2  
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Question Expected answer(s) Max 
mark 

Unacceptable answers 

5. (a)   It is easier to find highly paid jobs/positions 
 It is not difficult to find a job they like 

2  

 (b)   Low pay/salary 
 Poor working conditions 
 
(Any 1 from 2) 

1  

6. (a)   To go abroad to study 
 Then become a lawyer 

2  

 (b)   Helping children from an ordinary background/normal 
family to go to good schools  

 Helps children to become useful people 
 He believes education/teaching is more important 

than money  

3  
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Question Expected answer(s) Max 
mark 

Unacceptable answers 

7.   Illustrative answers: 
 
The writer thinks that money cannot buy freedom to 
choose what you want to do, because 
 
 He describes the park scene where people are doing 

their own things as priceless 
 

 He is not motivated by money 
 
 Many young people choose jobs based on how much 

they will be paid (accountants, architects) 
 

 He tells us that his dream of becoming a primary 
school teacher is because it is a meaningful job. It is 
not a well-paid job 

 
Overall, the writer thinks money is not everything.  
 
 He gives examples of why the right to make choices 

and to pursue happiness is more important than 
money 

2 A mark of 2, 1 or 0 will be awarded for this question. 
Markers should follow this advice: 
 

Marks Commentary 

2 The candidate provides a clear answer, 
with justification that shows an accurate 
reading of the text. The answer clearly 
relates to the advice given in the 
‘Expected answer(s)’ column. 

1 The candidate provides an answer that 
may contain some degree of misreading, 
but that offers evidence of some 
justification. 

0 The candidate’s answer provides 
information to be found in the text by 
simply re-stating answers to previous 
questions. 
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Question Expected response(s) Max 
mark 

Additional guidance 

8.   Translate into English: 
 

将来我要做一个对社会有贡献的人。…我认为
是对的事情，就不会放弃。(lines 25-26) 
 

10 The translation into English is allocated 10 marks. The text 
for translation will be divided into a number of sense units. 
Each sense unit is worth 2 marks, which will be awarded 
according to the quality and accuracy of the translation 
into English. In assessing the candidate’s performance, the 
descriptions detailed below will be used. Each sense unit 
will be awarded one of the marks shown. 
 
2 – Good: 
Essential information and relevant details are understood 
and conveyed clearly and accurately, with appropriate use 
of English. 
 
1 – Satisfactory: 
Essential information is understood and conveyed clearly 
and comprehensibly, although some of the details may be 
translated in an imprecise or inaccurate manner. The key 
message is conveyed in spite of inaccuracies and 
weaknesses in the use of English. 
 
0 – Unsatisfactory: 
The candidate fails to demonstrate sufficient 
understanding of the essential information. 
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Text GOOD 
2 marks 

SATISFACTORY 
1 mark 

UNSATISFACTORY 
0 marks 

Unit 1 
 

将来我要做一个对社会有贡
献的人. 

 
 
In (the) future I want to be a 
person who makes a 
contribution/contributes to 
society.

 
 
to the society 

 

Unit 2 
 

我知道要做一个好老师， 

 
 
I know that to be a good 
teacher/if I/you want to be a 
good teacher, 

  

Unit 3 
 

要有耐心和责任感。 

 
 
I/you need to be patient and 
responsible/have a sense of 
responsibility.

 
 
Have responsibility  

 

 

Unit 4 
 

我要为我的梦想努力， 

 
 
I need to/am going to/will work 
hard for my dream, 

  
 

I work  
I am working  

Unit 5 
 

我认为是对的事情，就不会
放弃。 

 
 
I will not give up on what/the 
thing(s) that I think/believe is/are 
right.  

  

 
 

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS] 
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General marking principles for Higher Mandarin (Simplified) — Directed Writing 
 
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles that you must apply 
when marking candidate responses to questions in this paper. These principles must be read in 
conjunction with the detailed marking instructions, which identify the key features required in 
candidate responses.  
 
(a)  Candidates will write a piece of extended writing in Chinese addressing a scenario that has 

four related bullet points. Candidates must address each bullet point. The first bullet point 
contains two pieces of information to be addressed. The remaining three bullet points 
contain one piece of information each. There is a choice of two scenarios and learners 
must choose one of these. 

(b)  Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these general 
marking principles and the detailed marking instructions for the Directed Writing scenario. 

(c)  For each of the types of writing (Directed Writing or Writing) the marker should select the 
pegged mark that most closely describes the candidate’s performance. 

(d)  Marking should be holistic. There may be strengths and weaknesses in the piece of writing; 
markers should focus as far as possible on the strengths, taking account of weaknesses only 
where they significantly detract from the overall impression. Marks should be awarded for 
the candidate’s demonstration of ability in the three main characteristics in writing: 

 
  (i)  content 
  (ii)  accuracy 
  (iii)  language resource – variety, range, structure 
 
(e)  Markers can award the highest pegged mark for writing even if there are minor errors.  

These should not detract from the overall impression. 

(f)  Candidates may display ability across more than one pegged mark descriptor. Markers 
should recognise the closeness of the pegged mark descriptors and consider carefully the 
most appropriate overall pegged mark based on the candidate’s performance. 

(g)  Markers must adhere to the following general marking principle in situations where the 
candidate has not addressed one or more bullet points: 

 (i)  If a candidate has failed to address one of the bullet points, the maximum mark that 
can be awarded is 6. 

 (ii)  If a candidate has failed to address two of the bullet points, the maximum mark that 
can be awarded is 4. 

 (iii)  If a candidate has failed to address three or more of the bullet points, the maximum 
  mark that can be awarded is 0. 
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The table below gives further guidance to markers, if: 
 

the candidate only addresses 
one part of the introductory, 
more predictable bullet point 

In such a case the candidate is deemed to have not 
addressed the bullet point and the maximum mark that can 
be awarded is 6. 

some bullet points fit into one 
category but others are in the 
next, lower category 

It is important to look carefully at which bullet points are 
better addressed. 
If the better sections include the more predictable, 
introductory bullet point, the marker is less likely to be 
generous than if responses to unpredictable bullet points are 
of a better quality. If there is a serious decline after the 
initial bullet point, a lower mark must be awarded. 
It is also important to consider the balance of the bullet 
points. Sometimes a candidate writes twice as much about 
the opening bullet point – or even about information that is 
not covered by any of the bullet points– as for the three 
remaining bullet points. In such cases, the lower mark being 
considered should be awarded. 

the marker is having great 
difficulty in deciding whether 
the writing is good enough to 
pass 

It is essential to consider carefully the accuracy of the verbs 
overall. If more verbs are correct than incorrect, it is likely 
that the candidate deserves to pass, unless there are many 
other inaccuracies in the writing. 

the Directed Writing, from the 
point of view of content, looks 
as if it belongs in a top 
category, but contains some 
possibly serious grammatical 
errors as a result of using 
relatively advanced structures 
combined with a less than 
confident knowledge of more 
basic structures 

This is a case where the candidate is more adventurous, but 
less accurate. It is always important to assess what it is the 
candidate can do, and thus highlight the positive. However, 
in such cases, it is likely that the candidate will be awarded 
6. 
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Detailed marking instructions – Directed Writing 
 

Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

10  The content is comprehensive 
 All bullet points are addressed fully 

and some candidates may also provide 
additional relevant information 

 The language is accurate in all four 
bullets. However, where the candidate 
attempts to go beyond the range of the 
task, a slightly higher number of 
inaccuracies need not detract from the 
overall very good impression 

 A comprehensive range of verbs is used 
accurately and tenses are consistent 
and accurate 

 There is evidence of confident 
handling of all aspects of grammar and 
accurate spelling, although the 
language may contain a number of 
minor errors, or even one serious error 

 Where the candidate attempts to go 
beyond the range of the task, a slightly 
higher number of inaccuracies need 
not detract from the overall very good 
impression 

 The language used is detailed and 
complex 

 There is good use of adjectives, 
adverbs, prepositional phrases and, 
where appropriate, word order 

 A comprehensive range of verbs/verb 
forms, tenses and constructions is used 

 Some modal verbs and infinitives may 
be used 

 The candidate is comfortable with the 
first person of the verb and generally 
uses a different verb in each sentence 

 Sentences are mainly complex and 
accurate 

 The language flows well 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

8  The content is clear 
 All bullet points are addressed clearly 
 The response to one bullet point may be thin, 

although other bullet points are dealt with in 
some detail 

 The language is mostly accurate 
 Where the candidate attempts to 

use detailed and complex 
language, this may be less 
successful, although basic 
structures are used accurately 

 A range of verbs is used accurately 
and tenses are generally consistent 
and accurate 

 There may be a few errors in 
spelling, adjective endings and, 
where relevant, case endings. Use 
of accents is less secure, where 
relevant 

 The language used is detailed and 
complex 

 In one bullet point the language 
may be more basic than might 
otherwise be expected at this level 

 The candidate uses a range of 
verbs/verb forms and other 
constructions 

 There may be less variety in the 
verbs used 

 The candidate is comfortable with 
the first person of the verb and 
generally uses a different verb in 
each sentence 

 Sentences are generally complex 
and mainly accurate 

 Overall the writing will be very 
competent, essentially correct, but 
may be pedestrian 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

6  The content is adequate and may be 
similar to that of an 8 

 Bullet points may be addressed 
adequately, however one of the bullet 
points may not be addressed 

 The language may be mostly accurate 
in two or three bullet points. However, 
in the remaining one or two, control of 
the language structure may deteriorate 
significantly 

 The verbs are generally correct, but 
basic 

 Tenses may be inconsistent, with 
present tenses being used at times 
instead of past tenses 

 There may be errors in spelling, 
adjective endings and some 
prepositions may be inaccurate or 
omitted. There are quite a few errors 
in other parts of speech – personal 
pronouns, gender of nouns, adjective 
endings, cases (where relevant), 
singular/plural confusion – and in the 
use of accents (where relevant) 

 Overall, there is more correct than 
incorrect and there is the impression 
that the candidate can handle tenses 

 There are some examples of detailed 
and complex language 

 The language is perhaps repetitive and 
uses a limited range of verbs and fixed 
phrases not appropriate to this level 

 The candidate relies on a limited range 
of vocabulary and structures 

 There is minimal use of adjectives, 
probably mainly after ‘is’ 

 The candidate has a limited knowledge 
of plurals 

 A limited range of verbs is used to 
address some of the bullet points 

 The candidate copes with the past 
tense of some verbs 

 When using the perfect tense, the past 
participle is incorrect or the auxiliary 
verb is omitted on occasion 

 Sentences are mainly single clause and 
may be brief 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

4  The content may be limited and the 
Directed Writing may be presented as a 
single paragraph 

 Bullet points may be addressed in a 
limited way. 

 
OR 
 
 Two of the bullet points are not 

addressed 

 The language is mainly inaccurate and 
after the first bullet the control of the 
language structure may deteriorate 
significantly 

 A limited range of verbs is used 
 Ability to form tenses is inconsistent 
 In the use of the perfect tense the 

auxiliary verb is omitted on a number 
of occasions 

 There may be confusion between the 
singular and plural form of verbs 

 There are errors in many other parts of 
speech – gender of nouns, cases, 
singular/plural confusion – and in 
spelling and, where appropriate, word 
order 

 Several errors are serious, perhaps 
showing mother tongue interference 

 There is limited use of detailed and 
complex language 

 The language is repetitive, with undue 
reliance on fixed phrases and a limited 
range of common basic verbs such as 
to be, to have, to play, to watch 

 The candidate mainly copes only with 
simple language 

 The verbs ‘was’ and ‘went’ may also 
be used correctly 

 Sentences are basic and there may be 
one sentence that is not intelligible to 
a sympathetic native speaker 

 An English word may appear in the 
writing or a word may be omitted 

 There may be an example of serious 
dictionary misuse 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

2  The content may be basic or similar to 
that of a 4 or even a 6 

 Bullet points are addressed with 
difficulty 

 The language is inaccurate in all four 
bullets and there is little control of 
language structure 

 Many of the verbs are incorrect or even 
omitted. There is little evidence of 
tense control 

 There are many errors in other parts of 
speech — personal pronouns, gender of 
nouns, cases, singular/plural 
confusion, prepositions, for instance 

 There is little use, if any, of detailed 
and complex language 

 Verbs used more than once may be 
written differently on each occasion 

 The candidate displays almost no 
knowledge of the past tense of verbs 

 The candidate cannot cope with more 
than one or two basic verbs 

 Sentences are very short and some 
sentences may not be understood by a 
sympathetic native speaker 

0  The content is very basic. 
 The candidate is unable to address the 

bullet points 
 
OR 
 
 Three or more of the bullet points are 

not addressed 

 The language is seriously inaccurate in 
all four bullets and there is almost no 
control of language structure 

 Most errors are serious 
 Virtually nothing is correct 
 Very little is intelligible to a 

sympathetic native speaker 

 There is no evidence of detailed and 
complex language 

 The candidate may only cope with the 
verbs to have and to be 

 There may be several examples of 
mother tongue interference 

 English words are used 
 Very few words are written correctly in 

the modern language 
 There may be several examples of 

serious dictionary misuse 

 
 

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS] 
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General marking principles for Mandarin (Simplified) Listening Higher  
 
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when 
marking candidate responses to questions in this paper. These principles must be read in 
conjunction with the detailed marking instructions, which identify the key features required in 
candidate responses.  
 
(a) Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these general 

marking principles and the detailed marking instructions for this assessment. 
 
(b) Marking should always be positive. This means that, for each candidate response, marks 

are accumulated for the demonstration of relevant skills, knowledge and understanding: 
they are not deducted from a maximum on the basis of errors or omissions. 

 
(c) Award a mark to each answer. Marks are not transferable between questions and the 

answers for each question must come from the item. 
 
(d) The marking instructions indicate the essential idea that a candidate should provide for 

each answer. We use the term ‘or any other acceptable answer’ to allow for the possible 
variation in candidate responses. Credit should be given according to the accuracy and 
relevance of candidate’s answers. Candidates may be awarded marks where the answer is 
accurate but expressed in their own words. 
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Detailed marking instructions for each question - Listening 
 
Item 1   
   

Question Expected answer(s) Max 
mark 

Unacceptable answers 

1. (a)   British people like to go for a drink 
 Chinese people prefer to go out for a meal 

2  

 (b)   To chat 1  

 (c)   Prepare a lot of food for guests 
 Will urge guests to eat 
 Will put food on guests’ plates 
 Pour drinks/tea for guests 
 
(Any 2 from 4) 

2  

 (d)   Eat/drink as much as possible 
 Can’t finish all dishes/should leave a little bit of 

food  
 
(Any 1 from 2) 

1  

 (e)   Eat slowly 1  

 (f)   Going on a long run/marathon 1  
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Item 2   
   

Question Expected answer(s) Max 
mark 

Unacceptable answers 

2. (a)   Next month 
 8th Feb 

(Any 1 from 2) 

1  

 (b)   It is important  
 It is a good day for family to get together 
 It is a form of respect for older people 

 
(Any 1 from 3) 

1  

 (c)   Dinner/eats with family  
 Plays cards 
 Plays mahjong 
 Watches TV 
 
(Any 2 from 4) 

2  

 (d)   He is unable to make it home for Chinese New 
Year/Spring festival  

 He is having to send his (New Year) greetings by 
texts 

 
(Any 1 from 2) 

1  
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Question Expected answer(s) Max 
mark 

Unacceptable answers 

 (e)   Getting busier and busier  
 a lot of work/homework 
 Many tests/exams 
 
(Any 2 from 3) 

2  

 (f)   Difficult to book flight (ticket) 
 Tickets are very expensive/he cannot afford it 
 
(Any 1 from 2) 

1  

 (g)   Not a holiday/people go to work/school as normal 
 No Chinese New Year atmosphere/does not feel like 

Chinese New Year 
 

(Any 1 from 2) 

1  

 (h)   (Annual Chinese New Year) Party 
 Singing 
 Dancing 
 Barbecue 
 
(Any 2 from 4) 

2  

 (i)   To watch the sunrise/go to the beach 1  
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General marking principles for Higher Mandarin Writing 
 
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when 
marking candidate responses to questions in this paper. These principles must be read in 
conjunction with the detailed marking instructions, which identify the key features required in 
candidate responses. 
 
(a) Candidates will write 150-180 characters in a piece of extended writing in Chinese addressing 

a stimulus of three questions in Chinese. 
 
(b) Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these general 

marking principles and the specific marking instructions for the writing task. 
 
(c) For each of the types of writing (Directed Writing or Writing), the marker should select the 

pegged mark that most closely describes the candidate’s performance. 
 
(d) Marking should be holistic. There may be strengths and weaknesses in the piece of writing; 

markers should focus as far as possible on the strengths, taking account of weaknesses only 
where they significantly detract from the overall impression. Marks should be awarded for 
the candidate’s demonstration of ability in the three main characteristics in writing:  

(i) content 
(ii) accuracy 
(iii) language resource – variety, range, structure 

 
(e) Markers can award the highest pegged mark for writing even if there are minor errors. These 

should not detract from the overall impression. 
 
(f) Candidates may display ability across more than one pegged mark descriptor. Markers should 

recognise the closeness of the pegged mark descriptors and consider carefully the most 
appropriate overall pegged mark based on the candidate’s performance. 
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The table below gives further guidance to markers. If: 

  

the candidate exceeds the 
recommended word count 

This in itself need not be important, although it is important 
to be clear that it is possible to attain top marks, if the 
writing does not exceed 180 characters. It is important to 
assess what has been written – sometimes by exceeding the 
word count the candidate’s control of the language 
deteriorates and this has to be reflected in the mark 
awarded. 

some parts of the writing fit 
into one category but others 
are in the next, lower category 

If the better sections contain more sophisticated language, it 
may still be appropriate to choose the higher mark. However, 
if the better sections contain relatively basic constructions 
and attempts to use more sophisticated language are 
unsuccessful, then it is most likely that the writing is at the 
6/4 interface and the marking instructions should be used to 
help the marker come to a final decision. 

the marker is having great 
difficulty in deciding whether 
the writing is good enough to 
pass or not quite good enough 
to pass 

It is essential to consider carefully the accuracy of the verbs 
overall. If more verbs are correct than wrong, then it is likely 
that the candidate deserves to pass, unless there are many 
other inaccuracies in the writing. 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

10  The content is comprehensive 
 The topic is addressed fully, in a 

balanced way 
 Some candidates may also provide 

additional information 
 Overall this comes over as a competent, 

well thought-out response to the task 
which reads naturally 

 The language is accurate. However, 
where the candidate attempts to go 
beyond the range of the task, a slightly 
higher number of inaccuracies need not 
detract from the overall very good 
impression 

 A comprehensive range of verbs is used 
accurately and tenses are consistent and 
accurate 

 There is evidence of confident handling 
of all aspects of grammar and spelling 
accurately, although the language may 
contain a number of minor errors, or 
even one serious major error 

 The language used is detailed and 
complex 

 There is good use of adjectives, adverbs, 
prepositional phrases and, where 
appropriate, word order 

 A comprehensive range of verbs/verb 
forms, tenses and constructions is used 

 Some modal verbs and infinitives may be 
used 

 The candidate is comfortable with the 
first person of the verb and generally 
uses a different verb in each sentence 

 The candidate uses co-ordinating 
conjunctions and subordinate clauses 
throughout the writing 

 Sentences are mainly complex and 
accurate 

 The language flows well 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

8  The content is clear 
 The topic is addressed clearly 

 The language is mostly accurate. 
However, where the candidate attempts 
to use detailed and complex language, 
this may be less successful, although 
basic structures are used accurately 

 A range of verbs is used accurately and 
tenses are generally consistent and 
accurate 

 There may be a few errors in spelling, 
adjective endings and, where relevant, 
case endings. Use of accents is less 
secure 

 Verbs and other parts of speech are used 
accurately but simply 
 

 The language used is detailed and 
complex 

 The candidate uses a range of 
verbs/verb forms and other 
constructions 

 There may be less variety in the verbs 
used 

 The candidate is comfortable with the 
first person of the verb and generally 
uses a different verb in each sentence 

 Most of the more complex sentences use 
co-ordinating conjunctions, and there 
may also be examples of subordinating 
conjunctions where appropriate 

 Sentences are generally complex and 
mainly accurate 

 At times the language may be more basic 
than might otherwise be expected at this 
level 

 There may be an example of minor 
dictionary misuse 

 Overall the writing will be very 
competent, essentially correct, but may 
be pedestrian 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

6  The content is adequate and may be 
similar to that of an 8 or a 10 

 The topic is addressed adequately 

 The language may be mostly accurate. 
However, in places, control of the 
language structure may deteriorate 
significantly 

 The verbs are generally correct, but 
basic. Tenses may be inconsistent, with 
present tenses being used at times 
instead of past tenses 

 There may be errors in spelling, eg 
reversal of vowel combinations adjective 
endings and some prepositions may be 
inaccurate or omitted, eg I went the 
town. There are quite a few errors in 
other parts of speech – personal 
pronouns, gender of nouns, adjective 
endings, cases, singular/plural confusion 
– and in the use of accents 

 Overall, there is more correct than 
incorrect and there is the impression that 
the candidate can handle tenses 

 There are some examples of detailed and 
complex language 

 The language is perhaps repetitive and 
uses a limited range of verbs and fixed 
phrases not appropriate to this level 

 The candidate relies on a limited range of 
vocabulary and structures 

 There is minimal use of adjectives, 
probably mainly after ‘is’ 

 The candidate has a limited knowledge of 
plurals 

 The candidate copes with the present 
tense of most verbs 

 Where the candidate attempts 
constructions with modal verbs, these are 
not always successful 

 Sentences are mainly single clause and 
may be brief 

 There may be some dictionary misuse 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

4  The content may be limited and may be 
presented as a single paragraph 

 The topic is addressed in a limited way 

 The language used to address the more 
predictable aspects of the task may be 
accurate. However, major errors occur 
when the candidate attempts to address 
a less predictable aspect 

 A limited range of verbs is used 
 Ability to form tenses is inconsistent 
 In the use of the perfect tense the 

auxiliary verb is omitted on a number of 
occasions 

 There may be confusion between the 
singular and plural form of verbs 

 There are errors in many other parts of 
speech – gender of nouns, cases, 
singular/plural confusion – and in spelling 
and, where appropriate, word order 

 Several errors are serious, perhaps 
showing mother tongue interference 

 Overall there is more incorrect than 
correct 

 There is limited use of detailed and 
complex language and the language is 
mainly simple and predictable 

 The language is repetitive, with undue 
reliance on fixed phrases and a limited 
range of common basic verbs such as to 
be, to have, to play, to watch 

 There is inconsistency in the use of 
various expressions, especially verbs 

 Sentences are basic and there may be 
one sentence that is not intelligible to a 
sympathetic native speaker 

 An English word may appear in the 
writing or a word may be omitted 

 There may be an example of serious 
dictionary misuse 
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Mark Content Accuracy Language resource: variety, range, 
structures 

2  The content may be basic or similar to 
that of a 4 or even a 6 

 The topic is thinly addressed 

 The language is almost completely 
inaccurate throughout the writing and 
there is little control of language 
structure 

 Many of the verbs are incorrect or even 
omitted. There is little evidence of tense 
control 

 There are many errors in other parts of 
speech — personal pronouns, gender of 
nouns, cases, singular/plural confusion 

 Prepositions are not used correctly 

 There is little use, if any, of detailed and 
complex language 

 The candidate has a very limited 
vocabulary 

 Verbs used more than once may be 
written differently on each occasion 

 The candidate cannot cope with more 
than one or two basic verbs 

 Sentences are very short and some 
sentences may not be understood by a 
sympathetic native speaker 

 Several English or ‘made-up’ words may 
appear in the writing 

 There are examples of serious dictionary 
misuse 

0  The content is very basic 
 The candidate is unable to address the 

topic 

 The language is seriously inaccurate 
throughout the writing and there is 
almost no control of language structure 

 (Virtually) nothing is correct 
 Most of the errors are serious 
 Very little is intelligible to a sympathetic 

native speaker 

 There is no evidence of detailed and 
complex language 

 The candidate copes only with ‘have’ 
and ‘am’  

 There may be several examples of 
mother tongue interference 

 Very few words are written correctly in 
the modern language 

 English words are used 
 There may be several examples of 

serious dictionary misuse 
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